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In this article, we explore the ambivalent relationship between international advocacy non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and the constituencies on whose behalf they act and speak in institutions of global governance. Our overall argument is that advocacy NGOs whose legitimacy and authority depend on their role as representatives of marginalised and disenfranchised populations are in many cases prone to exploit discourses on vulnerability and victimhood in order to fortify their own identity as “advocates”. Exploring and comparing two case studies on prostitution and child labour, we seek to demonstrate that the ascription of identities by advocacy NGOs to their beneficiaries is an empirically contested phenomenon. When the allegedly weak and “voiceless” persons whom advocacy NGOs claim to represent start to defend their own interests and publicly contradict the positions advocated on their behalf, conflict between these groups arises. We observe this dynamic particularly concerning the “abolition” of harmful practices, such as child work and prostitution. Child workers and prostitutes contest the way in which they are portrayed by their advocates in public discourse and especially resist the ascription of a “victim” identity.

Introduction

Today, international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have secured access to virtually all institutions of global governance, even if their room for manoeuvre varies starkly across different institutional settings. In this context, NGOs are often considered to speak for “marginalised” or otherwise disempowered
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1. NGOs can be defined as “formal (professionalized) independent societal organizations whose primary aim is to promote common goals at the national and the international level” (Kerstin Martens, “Mission Impossible? Defining Nongovernmental Organizations”, Voluntas: International Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organization, Vol. 13, No. 3 [2002], pp. 271–285, at p. 282). In this article, we mainly concentrate on advocacy NGOs, but also refer to transnational advocacy coalitions (TACs). TACs include, more broadly, local social movements, foundations, the media, religious groups and trade unions, intergovernmental organisations and governments. NGOs constitute the central component of TACs, however (Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, Transnational Advocacy Networks in International and Regional Politics [Paris: UNESCO, 1999], p. 92).
populations normally excluded from global policy-making. The increasing involvement of NGOs in international decision-making processes, however, raises questions with regard to NGOs’ representativeness, their legitimacy and accountability. NGOs’ growing success and visibility demands research into how these organisations and their networks go about their business, whom they are speaking for and how they set their agenda and strategies. A particularly thorny matter in this context is the question of NGOs’ representativeness. It is a contested issue whom NGOs can legitimately claim to represent and be accountable to: to their members, to the direct beneficiaries of their work, to all affected by their policies, or to the general public?

There is a vast debate on NGOs’ legitimacy, accountability and right to representation in International Relations literature. We take this literature as a point of reference, but develop a different perspective on the possibly problematic relationship between advocacy NGOs and their beneficiaries. While this article is a contribution to the increasing debate on NGOs’ representativeness, its starting point is empirical-analytical rather than normative. Our analysis is not based on prefigured ideas regarding the ideal-type relationship between advocacy NGOs and their constituencies. Rather, by analysing different aspects of the representative power of NGOs, we aim, firstly, to address NGOs’ discursive power of representation and the discursive strategies with which they construct and thus also ascribe identities to their constituencies, and secondly, to point to the pronounced conflicts over legitimate representation between advocacy NGOs and other civil society actors that allow picturing international political advocacy as a fundamentally contested terrain of civil society activism.

Increasingly, scholars focus on critical aspects of NGO work. They contradict the assumption of a global civil society composed of voluntary associations as a progressive force for “good”. Aamore and Langley state that the normative position on civil society “overplays the consensual and coherent characteristics of Global Civil Society to the neglect of power relations, contradictions and tensions”. Lipschutz, along with Sending and Neumann, highlights that civil
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society is part of the dominant governmentality and simply serves to legitimise, reproduce and amend a neo-liberal regime. Rather than seeing NGOs as either “good” or “bad” (e.g. as part of a neo-liberal regime), in this article we wish to focus on conflict and tension around representation within the non-governmental field without taking a normative standpoint in favour of (or against) any of the positions which are articulated and their inherent forms of representation.

This focus on conflict and tension within the non-governmental field and on unequally distributed resources in these conflicts is shared by authors such as Holzscheiter who emphasise both the opportunities and structural restrictions for non-state actors to successfully make use of their discursive repertoires in the global language market. Studies question the way in which advocacy NGOs decide which cases to choose for their campaigns based on a market model of supply and demand, or focus on conflicts within NGO networks and on mechanisms that “receiving end” grassroots activists have at their disposal in order to change transnational human rights campaigns. Clifford Bob’s work, The Marketing of Rebellion, for example, points to the gatekeeping role—or power—of many Northern NGOs, whose material and ideational resources (reputation, networks, etc.) put them in a position to support some issues and actors, while denying the same support to others. While our analysis ties in with this conceptualisation of the representational power of NGOs, its focus departs from the strategies and tactics of NGOs to gain power, pointing instead to contestation and resistance at the “receiving end” of international campaigns. Even though our analysis shares much of the focus of Shareen Hertel’s work on conflicts within the civil society landscape that has built up around specific issue areas, our argument takes a different direction. We contend throughout this article that representational power is a forceful source of legitimacy for transnational advocacy NGOs participating in the institutional landscape that constitutes global governance and that, as a consequence, they often tend to perpetuate an identity of their constituency as particularly powerless, mute and vulnerable in order to justify their own role as rightful representatives. What is more, by referring to representational power as discursive power, we seek to show it has two central facets: a formal and a performative one.


13. Hertel’s analysis focuses on two central mechanisms—blocking and backdoor moves—that resisting NGOs employ in order to contest international campaigns and the norms they support (Hertel, Unexpected Power, op. cit., pp. 5–9). While our analysis of representational dynamics in the two
International Relations research on global civil society and representation has, for a considerable time, narrowed down its focus on power asymmetries between state and civil society actors and organisations, particularly where these actors form part of the same international institutions, forums and conferences. Consequently, most empirical analyses have been preoccupied with the possibilities of NGOs to gain formal access to international organisations and events, the deliberative space granted to them and their possibilities for shaping state-dominated policy-making.14 With regard to NGOs’ power, scholars have focused on their discursive power resources (which they call “soft power”, applying Nye’s concept to non-state actors)15 vis-à-vis state delegates or officials of international organisations. The exclusionary facets of NGO participation in global governance structures and the competition among NGOs for authority, legitimacy and representational power in international institutions that has gone hand in hand with the ever-increasing permeability of international organisations towards societal actors are only now beginning to attract more scholarly interest. However, even where studies analyse the power asymmetries among NGOs, they emphasise the formal dimensions of NGOs’ representational power rather than the performative aspect of representation, i.e. the social and discursive practices of representation through which NGOs seek to bolster their influence in a growingly competitive global civil society.16 In contrast, we suggest that a comprehensive analysis of representational power must combine the analysis of both formal/material and performative/discursive dimensions of representation.

In this article, we focus in particular on the latter dimension and base our analysis on the relationship between discourse, power and identity that has been conceptualised, most famously, by Michel Foucault. According to Foucault’s understanding of power as productive, discourses create subjects and their identities (rather than being oppressive, censorious and prohibitive as the “repression hypothesis” of power suggests).17 Following Foucault, it is not the individual in cases—child labour and prostitution—confirms the centrality of these strategies, we still refrain from calling them “mechanisms” as this analytical device implies a strong causality. Our analysis, by contrast, is located at the discursive level and therefore seeks to understand the processes through which identities and “issues” are discursively established and contested. We therefore prefer to see “blocking” and “backdoor moves” as some practices or strategies among many others with which constituencies or grassroots organisations seek to influence global discourses and campaigns.


17. Michel Foucault, Überwachen und Strafen. Die Geburt des Gefängnisses (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1976); Michel Foucault, Der Wille zum Wissen. Sexualität und Wahrheit Band 1 (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1977).
his or her physical existence which is produced, but the individual as a specific kind of subject.\textsuperscript{18} The production of identities therefore means the discursive construction of classifications of the individual\textsuperscript{19}—referring to categories that are created for the individuals such as “homosexual”, “mad”, and so on. From a Foucauldian perspective, discourses are powerful meaning-patterns that define the borders of what can be said and thought, and underlie particular “regimes of practice”\textsuperscript{20} which produce subjectivities and reflect social conventions. The re-orientation of the analysis of power towards its effects rather than its nature, which is reflected in Foucault’s writings, is being seized by a growing number of IR scholars. Some of them use a Foucauldian lens in order to explore how non-state actors contribute to the construction of identities and are themselves defined by powerful discourses. Epstein’s analysis of the contribution of environmental NGOs to an ever more powerful global discourse condeming whale-hunting, for example, sees these NGOs as both actively constructing the anti-whaling discourse and being, at the same time, themselves constructed in this process by being part of a specific field of interactions.\textsuperscript{21}

Our article ties in with this literature on the link between power and discourses by arguing that through their increasing engagement and authority in international institutions, NGOs are conferred significant power to attribute identities to those they represent. We understand this as a potentially powerful process in which specific discursive classifications can be made and will demonstrate that it is a major point of contestation between NGOs and their beneficiaries. Our argument proceeds as follows. In a first step, we will explicate the conceptual framework we propose for the study of Civil Society Organizations (CSOs)’ representational power in global governance. We will then explain the benefits of an empirical comparison between two very prominent fields of civil society advocacy—prostitution and child labour—pointing particularly to the striking similarities between these two areas of international concern. In a third step, we will analyse the representational power of global advocacy organisations through the lens of our theoretical framework, paying particular attention to the contestation of representational practices by the imagined constituencies of global CSOs, particularly Southern actors. In conclusion, we will point out a number of limitations presented by our empirical analysis and make suggestions for future research.

Exploring the Limits of Advocacy: Attributing Identities in the Prostitution and Child Work Cases

In this article, we want to broach the issue of voice in international relations by concentrating on the representational relationship between advocacy NGOs and their beneficiaries. We will argue that advocacy NGOs are placed in an increasingly uncomfortable position between gaining international recognition precisely

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Ian Hacking, \textit{The Social Construction of What?} (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 1999).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Ibid., p. 10.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Charlotte Epstein, \textit{The Power of Words in International Relations. Birth of an Anti-Whaling Discourse} (Boston, MA: MIT Press, 2008).
\end{itemize}
through their role as legitimate representatives of otherwise voiceless groups on the one hand, and their growing acceptance of rights-based approaches that emphasise empowerment, downward accountability and far-reaching participatory rights for their constituencies on the other.

For the purpose of a first and rough differentiation among NGO “types”, it has been common to distinguish between mainly service-oriented and advocacy NGOs. Advocacy NGOs claim to work on behalf of others who lack the voice or access needed to promote their own interests. Therefore, advocacy NGOs represent certain imaginary or real clients, whose quality of life the NGO was established to improve. In this context, we would further distinguish between “mute clients”, like plants or animals, and people who could theoretically speak for themselves. These people are often marginalised populations perceived as weak and lacking the resources to speak for themselves, such as child workers, disabled persons, elderly people, immigrants or prostitutes. But it is becoming more and more difficult to classify NGOs in terms of traditional charity (service-providing) vs. advocacy organisations as many of the former have adopted rights-based philosophies and established advocacy branches. In addition, all NGOs advocating on behalf of others at least claim to listen to these persons either through close cooperation with service-oriented groups on the grounds or through integrating (some of) these persons into their decision-making structures or implementation processes.

A development that further complicates the advocacy picture is the increasing trend of supposedly marginalised peoples organising themselves into their own movements and grassroots groups, for example sweatshop workers who organise locally and globally in order to improve their work conditions or sex workers organised in the Network of Sex Work Projects (NSWP). While movements such as the NSWP were initially constituted as loose networks of single activists, many of them evolve into institutionalised non-governmental organisations.

Conflict arises when the viewpoints held by these groups of allegedly “weak and voiceless people” contradict those their self-appointed advocates hold for them. In particular, politics around the abolition of harmful practices such as child work and prostitution appears to show tension and open conflict between internationally operating NGOs striving for the abolition of these practices on the one hand, and those allegedly helpless and weak persons on the other who contest the way in which they are portrayed by their advocates in public discourse. These persons particularly resist the ascription of a “victim” identity.

However, the groups of self-organised persons concerned, such as sex workers or child workers, often rely on the support of other international professionalised NGOs in order to get access to decision-making forums and also in terms of simple


23. For a distinction similar to the one undertaken here between NGOs speaking for a general interest (or mute things), on the one hand, and those speaking on behalf of beneficiaries, on the other, see also Justin Greenwood and Darren Halpin, “The Public Governance of Interest Groups in the European Union: Does Regulating Groups for ‘Representativeness’ Strengthen Input Legitimacy?”, Paper presented at the 3rd ECPR Conference, Budapest, September 2005.

material support such as travel grants and so on. In the past, NGOs such as the Global Alliance against Traffic in Women provided self-organised sex workers’ groups with platforms and space for their meetings.25 These NGOs characterise themselves as *facilitators* or *catalysts* for those they aim to empower, rather than advocates. They claim that their main objective is to provide technical assistance to “get people organised”.26 Once in place, organisations of affected people should then become self-contained, with the facilitating NGO gradually retreating. In this way, Miljeteig’s analysis of child and youth workers’ associations concludes that “[a]lthough initiated by adults, or by adults and youth in collaboration, the organisations as we see them today should be regarded as children’s organisations”.27 Many facilitators rather than advocates make this explicit in their organisational philosophies.28

In this article, we claim that in the two cases we look at (prostitution and child work) there is a huge difference between a number of influential International Nongovernmental Organizations (INGOs) operating on a global scale often emanating from classic charity organisations with a clear focus on the abolition of certain practices and the protection of the persons concerned on the one hand, and self-organised groups (such as the NSWP) on the other. Many INGOs collaborate closely with intergovernmental (IGOs) or supranational organisations and enjoy wide access to institutional arenas in which far-reaching policy decisions are made—most notably the UN system, the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Bank and the European Union.29 Self-organised groups of child workers or sex workers do not have such close and historically grown relationships with IOs, since most often they started as loosely organised groups focusing primarily on the national level. Therefore, they still struggle to get access to these forums. Their often more radical agenda makes it more difficult for them to find allies among state delegates than it is for more “moderate” INGOs.

For both issues, one can hence observe NGOs and advocacy networks who act and speak *on behalf* of those affected (advocacy, representation, top-down) on the one side of the continuum and networks mainly composed of and maintained by those affected (grassroots, self-help, bottom-up) on the other. The latter have their origin in the struggle of single activists who situate their protest within a labour movement rationale and strongly contradict their description of the persons concerned as helpless victims. In the middle of this continuum, we may situate those

26. In the child labour case, examples of such NGOs are Butterflies (India), Save the Children UK, terre des hommes (Germany), or the Senegal-based ENDA, an NGO that supports Niños y Adolescentes Trabajadores (NATs) in West Africa. ENDA provides children with an education geared to their situation (in the evenings and with the content worked out with the students), legal aid and help in negotiating cheaper medicine and hospital care. See http://endatiersmonde.org/instit/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=108&Itemid=91&lang=en (accessed 19 June 2012).
organisations and networks that see their main task as facilitators and that offer space and platforms for the self-organising efforts of the persons concerned.

The following discussion will mainly focus on observable collisions and discursive struggles between grassroots networks and large INGO networks (positioned at the two ends of the continuum). We will also briefly discuss the various ways in which NGOs claiming to act as “facilitators” have attempted to avoid the ambivalence of advocacy and representation.

Comparing the Child Work and Prostitution Cases

The two cases under scrutiny in this article share the commonality that the majority of NGOs situated on one side of our continuum are morally impelled to abolish these ‘social problems’ to improve people’s lives and progress civilisation.\(^{30}\) Alternatives, or even solutions, to child work are typically based on free and compulsory education, poverty reduction and the transformation of societal values with regard to children.\(^{31}\) In the case of prostitution, the abolitionist NGOs aim at eradicating gender inequalities and socially accepted forms of male violence against women, the transformation of societal attitudes towards sexuality, the de-criminalisation of prostitutes and the criminalisation of clients.\(^{32}\) It was chiefly the denial of agency and free will promoted by a victimisation discourse that provoked NGOs to speak on behalf of helpless, suffering groups of human beings—feminist associations for prostitutes and child-saving associations for working children. On the other side of the continuum, we find in both cases groups of self-organised activists who resist this portrayal as helpless and suffering and claim to speak on their own behalf. These groups situate their own activism within a labour movement framework; they struggle for the improvement of working conditions, for their recognition as workers and for the attribution of social and economic rights. Interestingly, both of these groups—the advocacy NGOs and the self-organised groups of sex workers and child workers—refer to the global discourse on human rights. They do so either with a focus on the protection of bodily integrity of vulnerable persons or by referring to socio-economic rights. The human rights discourse seems to constitute a point of reference for both groups. This underlines the importance of the discourse on human rights, which according to a Foucauldian perspective can be seen as a global norm “with reference to which agents are evaluated and increasingly evaluate themselves”\(^{33}\) and through which forms of agency are constituted.
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With regard to the interpretation of the human rights discourse by the abolitionist NGOs, perhaps the strongest common denominator between child workers and prostitutes throughout 20th-century international politics is the portrayal of both groups as innocent and stigmatised human beings marginalised from society. It seems quite “natural” to depict children as “innocent victims”, but the discourse on prostitution contains similar characterisations. In the abolitionist discourse, female prostitutes are described as objects of male violence and abuse. The violence they experience renders a “free choice” of these women impossible, hence they are not responsible for their actions. As we will demonstrate further below, this characterisation of the irresponsible forced prostitute leads to a “child-like” description of these persons. Consequently, global public debates on child work and prostitution have been deeply marked by a language of vulnerability, purity and victimisation on the part of many of those struggling to abolish the practices in question. This has been joined by a strong emphasis on “rehabilitation” and “re-integration” in policies created to target child work and prostitution.34

Both issues concern phenomena/“social problems” which take place in several countries and are, hence, not restricted to the national realm. In particular, these phenomena point to conflicts between values of a “proper childhood”, of female sexuality and the family promoted by advocacy NGOs (originating in Europe or the US) on the one hand, and activists’ mobilisation all over the world whose life realities do not conform to these values on the other. Due to the inter/transnational nature of these discourses, the conflicts take place at international venues and within international organisations involving problems of access for the self-organised groups in particular. These characteristics of the discourses, the conflicts and actors involved may allow us to draw some tentative conclusions on the representational power of NGOs beyond a single case study.

The Origins of Advocacy for the Abolition of Prostitution and Child Work

Both of the issue areas this article discusses—prostitution and child work35—have long incited fervent public debate and seen an international “revival” with the late 20th-century globalisation. Transnational advocacy coalitions (TACs) have grown around the issues of prostitution and child work since the 19th century. The strongest TACs have always been those seeking to abolish the practices in question on behalf of the “innocent victims”: working children and youth (NATs),36 and sex workers.37 International concern with prostitution was associated with the

34. Liebel, Overwien and Recknagel, op. cit.; Carpenter, op. cit.
35. We use the term “child work” rather than “child labour” here, adopting Miljeteig’s argumentation (Miljeteig, op. cit., p. 6) that it is less ideologically laden than “child labour”. “Child labour” will be used either for child labour abolitionist movements or exploitative and harmful forms of child work.
36. NATs (Niños y Adolescentes Trabajadores) is the common self-reference of child workers. It emerged in the Latin American child worker movement in the 1970s and 1980s and is today used internationally.
37. Both terms are taken from the concerned peoples’ own discourses within which they attempt to reposition their identity: “working children and youth” rather than “child labourers”; “sex workers” instead of “prostitutes”. Even though sex workers include men, women and transgender persons, this article will predominantly focus on women prostitutes. The exclusion of “male” voices from
social purity movement and the fight against “white slavery”. As Dru Stanley convincingly argues, prostitutes were a challenge to the anti-slavery movement in the 19th century since prostitution posed questions about tradable goods, where the market’s moral boundaries are and the dividing line between selling labour and “selling yourself”, thus pointing to the slippery slope back to slavery. By 1885, beginning in Britain, public outrage against the (forcible) trafficking of women had surfaced and prompted several social movements to target this issue. Trafficking of women was framed as “white slavery” and hence had an inherent racist component, since it focused on white women whose integrity should be preserved.

Although the feminist movement initially allied with the prostitutes and protested against regulationist legislation on prostitution, it aimed to eventually abolish all prostitution. The (feminist) abolitionist movement merged with the social purity movement, which focused in particular on the sexual behaviour of young people. Church organisations have played a major role in creating national and international awareness of this issue. The early abolitionist movements against prostitution initiated by middle-class feminists were characterised by an authority relationship towards younger, working-class women. Working conditions in brothels and the possible exploitation of women in prostitution was a “blind spot” of the debate, which “dismissed the possibility of ‘voluntary prostitution’ altogether”, especially when it came to migrant prostitutes. The movement excluded prostitutes from the campaign in which they had no voice.

International concern with white slavery resulted in international agreements in 1904, 1910 and two agreements adopted by the League of Nations in 1921 and 1933. After a period of silence due to the Second World War, issues of trafficking and prostitution returned to the international agenda in the newly founded UN and led to the adoption of the 1949 UN Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others. After 1949, several further UN documents, such as the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the 1993 Declaration of the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights and the 1995 Beijing Declaration, dealt with issues of prostitution and/or trafficking. The UN Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons (supplementing the UN
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43. Ibid., p. 45.
Convention against transnational organised crime) was adopted in 2000. It was the first document that exclusively targeted the issue of trafficking and did not only focus on prostitution.

Child work issues also saw a rather dramatic shift in public and private perspectives towards the end of the 19th century. Children were no longer seen and treated as young adults and a welcome addition to the workforce, or simply irrational and deviant. It was acknowledged that children needed particular assistance and care due to their vulnerability. This new appreciation was accompanied by a dramatic transformation of society. Early industrialisation in Europe and North America brought higher living standards among the lower and middle classes, and an ideal of childhood as a protected sphere for a happy, carefree and labour-free phase of life gradually took hold, even among the working class. The emergent, affluent middle class no longer needed children as an economic resource for additional family income. Educational institutions became widely accessible to children, keeping them out of factories and off the streets. This was greatly facilitated by child labour legislation, such as the 1878 Factory Act by the British Parliament, which prohibited the employment of any child under the age of 10 and provided for compulsory education for all children up to the age of 10. Among the first conventions by the ILO, founded in 1919, was the Minimum Age Convention (Convention No. 5), which prohibited children under the age of 14 working in States Parties’ factories. From its inception, the ILO was strongly focused on the issue of child labour—for example, regulation on the exploitation of children through debt bondage or child prostitution through its Forced Labour Convention (no. 29) in 1930.

In the cases of both child labour and prostitution, social movements politicised these issues and were a major driving force behind the adoption of the first international conventions. Alongside industrialisation processes, there was increasing concern with social spheres such as the family and (female) sexuality commercialised by the market.

The Child Work Case

For the greater part of the 20th century, child work has ranged among those subjects generating “deep emotions and growing international concern”. As a consequence, international law in this field has continuously expanded, a process that has been reflected particularly in the policies and conventions of the ILO. From the creation of the ILO in 1919 to the present day, child labour has occupied centre stage as an issue of contention between ILO member states, trade unions and employers, associations. Today, it is particularly the ILO’s International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour, established in 1992, which is the core programme for the gradual abolition of child labour. The 1989 UN
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Convention on the Rights of the Child enshrines the right of the child to be free from any form of commercial exploitation and to be protected “from any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education”. The 2002 Optional Protocol to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography was the last international treaty adopted which deals inter alia with certain “worst forms” of child labour. At the beginning of the 21st century, increasing recognition of globalisation processes (trade, migration, communication, etc.) renewed concern in industrialised countries’ public debates on child work and spilled over into international politics. Child work has now become a central issue in debates about the globalisation of trade, de-regulation of labour markets, a “social clause”, and practices of corporate social responsibility. It is particularly the Global Compact, a code of conduct for transnationally operating firms, that has established a strong connection between child labour and business ethics. Established in 2000, it stipulates in its 10 principles, inter alia, that businesses should work towards “the effective abolition of child labour”.

Yet it has also been a contentious issue. That millions of children around the world manage similar or even greater workloads than adults, work under hazardous circumstances and enjoy little or no occupational health and safety has provoked the question “about how children’s rights are to be defined and observed in an era of globalisation.” International efforts to tackle the issue have had to struggle, from the onset, to differentiate detrimental child labour from forms of child work that might have a positive social and vocational effect on children. Even though the ILO has tried to identify the “worst forms of child labour” with its 1999 Convention No. 182, the issue of child work versus child labour is highly contested. This differentiation also has normative implications. While most NGOs and IGOs working against child labour have, by now, acknowledged that certain forms of light work (helping in the household, earning pocket money, babysitting, etc.) might be part of childhood, they have difficulties defining what child labour is. In fact, Convention 182 distinguishes harmful employment (“labour”) from other forms of child work and contains a whole catalogue of criteria defining these “worst forms”. It is seen by many as a more progressive instrument to confront child labour than its predecessor, Convention 138. However, some international organisations, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), still assume that any work interfering with a child’s school attendance must be considered detrimental to the child and, as such, is child labour.

Childhood, play, happiness and the power of representation: the dominant discourse and its main proponents

For some, the international debate revolving around child work showcases the strong influence of Western or Northern childhood ideals on global policies for child protection. Many INGOs and NGO networks addressing child labour and speaking on behalf of child workers have endorsed a philosophy of childhood with the central dimensions of “family home”, school and leisure. They see the “right to childhood” as a right to happiness, home, play and school. These NGOs include internationally renowned organisations such as CARE and Defence for Children International, as well as the largest global NGO network today, the Global March against Child Labour. CARE advances the following belief:

Childhood should be a happy time spent playing with friends, enjoying a favourite toy—even planning for the first day of school. But children in the developing world spend most of their childhood struggling to survive, without much hope for a secure, productive life.55

Defence for Children International simply states: “No child should have to work”.56 The Global March also maintains the ideal that a child (usually between 0 and 18 years of age) should not be an economic actor or shoulder the responsibilities and “sorrows” that come with full-time work. These parameters clash with the daily reality of the majority of children worldwide and depict their childhood experiences as largely an unhappy phase full of suffering, devoid of joy and lacking the carefree and protected zone of the home.57 A number of well-known scholars studying the history of international law in the field of child labour from a critical perspective claim that such images bear the danger of de-legitimising and stigmatising working children’s childhood: when children who spend most of their time working or bearing responsibilities for siblings, cattle and so on are depicted as bereft of a “proper childhood”, the self-esteem they gain from these responsibilities and life skills learned are devalued.58

The Global March against Child Labour is commonly considered to be the most influential global child work NGO network. This network has enjoyed the opportunity to participate in high-level conferences where child labour policies have been debated and designed, for example the preparation conferences for the

latest ILO Convention No. 182 of 1999 in Oslo, Trondheim and Amsterdam. Even though Global March representatives did not directly participate in the negotiations on ILO Convention 182, their lobbying efforts are often seen as a major driver behind this “new” ILO Convention. At the most recent ILO conference in Den Haag in 2010, in fact, a spokesperson of the Global March was the only NGO representative able to speak in one of the conference’s high-level panel discussions.59 Although this advocacy network has sustained claims that child workers were engaged in their advocacy activities, observers have portrayed the Global March as an organisation in which participation happens through “adult selection rather than child representatives”.60 Critics of the Global March, such as Liebel, contend that it is dominated by perceptions of adult advocates without a child worker background, that it fails to facilitate child workers’ empowerment and that child workers’ own views, perspectives and experiences are clearly devalued.61

**Resisting the attribution of identity: the transnational social movement of child workers**

Towards the end of the 1970s, the first grassroots movements of working children and youth emerged in Latin America and, later, also in Africa and Asia. The primary rationale of these movements was to promote better working conditions, respect and participation. While some of these child worker movements are described as spontaneous self-organisations of working children on a rather small scale (one workplace, city or region), most of them have emerged with the help of adults (often former child workers) who support them in their struggle for recognition and rights. The role adults play in the formation and professionalisation of child worker organisations, however, is not described as advocacy, but rather as background support and consultancy geared towards the independent articulation and organisation of children’s interests.62 The financial resources for these organisations, which often have international structures with considerable outreach, come from different sources: child workers’ wages, solidarity funds, other NGOs and private foundations, membership fees or through the organisation of events.

During recent decades, a rather effective transnationalisation of these working children’s movements has taken place with the emergence of NATs in Africa and Asia, a growing World Movement for Working Children and Youth, which claims to act “as representatives for the working children of the world”,63 and with several regional and international meetings of NATs during which child workers’ counter-discourses were remarkably strong. It was in the context of these meetings, in particular, that dominating international perspectives and
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anti-child-labour policies were strongly criticised and rejected by child workers themselves. The main thrust of child workers’ self-representation was their request not to be seen and treated as vulnerable, immature and helpless victims of exploitation or “passive recipients of protection and special services”. Instead, they demanded to be seen as social agents capable of taking responsibility for their own lives, holding opinions and making decisions. Their claim was, rather than being subsumed under the term “child labourers” and thus associated with the vulnerable, socially neglected and exploited child, for their positive life experiences as workers to be acknowledged. As Duncan Green, a British worker with the Catholic Aid Agency, reported after having spent several months with NATs in Latin America, “[w]orking gives them self-confidence, know-how and money to feed themselves”.

Child workers’ resistance towards identities attributed to them by NGOs and promoted in international forums has particularly centred on the inadequacy of policies (for example the supposed trade-off between child labour and education), their right to work, adequate security at the workplace (health) and, above all, their right “to be consulted in all decisions concerning us, at local, national and international level”. In various international meetings and resulting declarations, one of their main concerns was their inadequate opportunities for participation and consultation in international conferences and decision-making arenas:

We have decided to participate in the International Conferences in order to exercise our right to free expression; we also demand our full participation, including the right to vote, since matters which concern us are going to be discussed and decisions will be taken. Therefore, we must be protagonists in these Conferences.

In their claims to representation, child workers’ organisations have also directly attacked other stakeholders, most importantly the Global March against Child Labour. While they counter-argued many of the Global March’s underlying motivations, their strongest criticism of the Global March was that “[…] its organizers did not take us into account”. Child workers’ organisations attack INGOs on the grounds that their offers of “empowerment” are often coupled with little respect for children’s own interpretations and opinions. It is alleged that the right to participate and to have one’s views respected often occupies a marginal position in the everyday work of NGOs doing advocacy for labouring children. Even though most child labour NGOs find it difficult not to speak in favour of child participation, “listening” to children often takes awkward forms. Frequently, children who speak

64. Miljeteig, op. cit., p. 22 (original emphasis).
67. Declaration of the World Meeting (1st Mundialito) of Working Children, Huampani, Peru, 10–14 August 1997, with representatives from Movimiento Latinoamericano de NATs, Mouvement Ouest Africain des EJTs, Bhima Sangha (India).
are already among those who have been “rescued” by the organisation in question, leading to a selection bias. They also mostly give a narrative of their singular, tragic case rather than speaking on behalf of larger groups of working children.

Thus, working children’s self-representation, which is collectively channelled in various movements and organisations, fundamentally departs from the identities presented by global advocates participating in influential decision-making forums and events such as the Child Labour Conferences hosted by the ILO at the end of the 1990s. Increasing international visibility of NATs has challenged representations of local (i.e. Southern and Eastern) realities and the perceptions of child labour and child work that continue to dominate the policies of international institutions such as the ILO, the World Bank, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and other UN agencies, as well as international protectionist and abolitionist NGOs working in the proximity of these organisations.

The Sex Workers’ Case

International NGOs addressing prostitution largely grew out of transnational women’s movements against human trafficking. The issue of prostitution experienced additional international attention with the emergence of HIV/AIDS.69 Outshoorn maintains that prostitution and trafficking issues had “returned to the political agenda of most post-industrial democracies by the end of the 1970s”, a “process accelerated by the emergence of HIV/AIDS in the mid-1980s”.70 During this “second wave of feminism”, as it is often called, new groups within the women’s and feminist movement seized the issue, with many among them promoting a form of neo-abolitionism.71 Among these organisations, two major transnational alliances emerged during the 1980s and 1990s with sharply contrasting understandings of prostitution and adequate policy frameworks: the abolitionist US-based Coalition against Trafficking in Women (CATW) and the Thailand-based Global Alliance against Traffic in Women (GAATW), which promoted the distinction between forced prostitution and voluntary sex work.72

These conflicting advocacy perspectives have manifested themselves at various


Women’s Conferences and UN policy-making events addressing issues of migration, trafficking and prostitution, such as the Beijing Conference in 1995 during the UN “decade on women” or the negotiations leading to the UN Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons (adopted in 2000). Yet women in prostitution themselves began to organise and establish their own interest groups at the same time. This nascent prostitutes’ social movement was also reflected in publicised self-representation of sex workers in the late 1980s, most notably Delacoste and Alexander’s *Sex Work: Writings by Women in the Sex Industry* and Pheterson’s *A Vindication of the Rights of Whores*.

With sex workers, just as with child work, saying that the lines of contestation only run along identity issues resulting from the victim/agent divide would be rather simplistic. Grassroots organisations of child workers and sex workers have also been contesting other predominant narratives served by international advocacy NGOs, such as, most prominently, a narrow perspective on human rights which results in a one-dimensional coercion/consent dichotomy. Still, the victim/agent juxtaposition has been the core issue around which a discourse of resistance has been organised. As shown above, the most fundamental effect of a victimisation perspective is its silencing effect on those for whom prostitution is a lived everyday experience and often not the most negative one they can imagine. Accordingly, sex workers’ organisations commonly argue that it is this victimisation and stigmatisation that depicts all prostitution as a crime against women, rather than recognising that prostitution is first work, and then, in specific cases, should be denounced as criminal exploitation. Furthermore, even though sex workers’ organisations repeatedly attack representations of them as vulnerable and helpless victims of mostly male aggression, they usually do not contest that they might be compelled to “sell sex” (through economic hardship, lack of alternatives, etc.). What they criticise is the exclusion of their opinions, views and experiences from decision-making and policy-making events and their marginal speaking position vis-à-vis powerful international NGOs through the overpowering characterisation of victimisation.

**Attributing identities in the sex workers’ case**

Again similar to child labour, strong NGO networks closely linked to the UN and other large international institutions have expressed their abolitionist understandings of prostitution as modern, sexual slavery. At the 49th session of the


Conference on the Status of Women (CSW), in March 2005, for example, the NGO-CSW Caucus on Violence against Women and Sexual Exploitation of Women stated the following:

Prostitution should not be recognised as a form of labour. Rather, it is a form of violence whose root cause is male demand for prostituted and other forms of commercialised sex and is rooted in gender inequality. [...] In its work towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals of gender equality, eradicating extreme poverty and combating HIV/AIDS, the caucus strongly urges Member States, the UN and civil society, to recognise prostitution as a form of violence against women and a form of exploitation to which consent of the victim is irrelevant.79

Representatives of groups of prostitutes or sex workers rarely formed part of these advocacy coalitions. As Kuo reports, in certain cases the absence of sex workers’ own opinions and voices was explained away by reference to their “false consciousnesses”.80

The Fourth Women’s World Conference in Beijing in 1995 was the largest women’s world conference to date, with over 30,000 women participating. However, although sex workers’ organisations had planned to attend the NGO forum in Huairou, they were excluded from the official conference for two reasons. First, no sex workers’ organisation had consultative status at the UN. Second, the Chinese government had been reluctant to provide sex workers with entry visas. Some sex workers still managed to participate, but only as members of the NGO Anti-Slavery International.81 Still, this afforded them the opportunity to advance their anti-abolitionist perspective82 and to counter-argue the victimising perspectives of many of their “advocates”, among them the CATW.

During the negotiations leading to the adoption of the 2000 UN Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons (accompanying the UN Convention against transnational organised crime) the conflicting perspectives led again to ardent controversy among the participating non-governmental actors. The International Human Rights Network (IHRN)—a group of abolitionist NGOs led by the CATW—struggled for a definition of trafficking to be included in the Protocol which defined all sexual exploitation (and prostitution) as trafficking even if the person consented (because this consent was considered irrelevant). In opposition to this, the Human Rights Caucus (HRC, a coalition including among others the GAATW) wanted to distinguish between forced and voluntary prostitution and maintained that the definition of trafficking should focus on servitude, forced labour and slavery-like practices.

The sex workers organised in the Network of Sex Work Projects (NSWP) refused the scope of the Protocol altogether. However, the NSWP finally decided that a
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80. Kuo, op. cit., p. 20, fn. 7.
dual strategy should be pursued with strict opposition to the Protocol being expressed by the NSWP as a group (inter alia, expressed in a written statement before the negotiations) on the one hand, and with the participation of individual prostitutes’ activists on the other, in order to ensure “damage-limitation”. The single activists who were taking part were not officially participating as prostitute activists, but were under the umbrella of other NGOs, such as Anti-Slavery International. The (official) absence from the negotiations was partially due to the political opposition of the NSWP to the Protocol, but also due to the fact that only NGOs with Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) consultative status were allowed to attend the meetings. The prostitute activists’ possibility of defending their own positions within the HRC network was limited. NSWP member Jo Doezema, for example, had to represent the anti-slavery position during the negotiations, and the prostitutes’ activists did not openly announce that they were prostitutes. Therefore, Doezema highlighted that the presence of the sex workers at the negotiations was almost invisible. The definition of trafficking that was finally adopted in the Protocol constituted the first international definition of trafficking and therefore remains important today. The conflicts that took place during the conference in Beijing and during the Protocol negotiations are important examples of the conflict around trafficking which also took place on other occasions.

In the discourse on prostitution and trafficking by CATW, expressed in their documents and drafts for example during the Protocol negotiations, we find many characteristics identified in the discourse of some NGOs targeting child work. Women and girls working as prostitutes are portrayed as helpless and vulnerable victims marginalised by society. CATW does not distinguish between “voluntary” and “forced” prostitution since, for CATW, prostitution is always degrading as it deprives “women and children of their human dignity”. CATW emphasises that women prostitutes are very poor, and women’s slavery

83. This can be seen as a combination of a “blocking” mechanism and a “backdoor move” in Hertel’s terms. With their statement against the adoption of the Protocol, the NSWP group tried to change the whole NGO campaign, whereas through participation in the negotiations and the lobbying of single state delegates, single NSWP members engaged in “backdoor moves”. However, as mentioned in footnote 13, our theoretical approach in this article is different from Hertel’s. We do not consider the activists as mainly strategic actors, but believe they are embedded in a discursive environment which ascribes certain identities to them. The actors do not choose freely which strategic action to undertake but are enabled and restricted by the roles and identities they have within a certain discursive terrain. For a deeper analysis of the identities and roles that were ascribed to the prostitutes also by their NGO allies during the Protocol negotiations, see Hahn, op. cit.


88. See also Sandy, op. cit.; Hahn, op. cit.

“bonds are not shackles of iron, but poverty”.90 The slavery reference clearly evidences the CATW view that prostitution is never the result of free choice. Moreover, CATW emphasises the commonality of sexual abuse before becoming a prostitute (for CATW, sexual abuse is a major factor leading to trafficking and prostitution),91 strengthening the victimisation discourse and the allegation that drug abuse among victims is widespread.92

CATW’s framing of the situation (extreme poverty, previous abuse and drug addiction) writes any free choice of women out of the story. Similarly, when CATW does give prostitutes the opportunity to speak, or cites them in publications, it is typically women who have already left prostitution. These women also do not formulate abstract political claims on behalf of a larger group but report their tragic, individual experiences.93 Images of the suffering, humiliated and helpless prostitute, incapable of self-determination or self-representation, have served as forceful ethical impetus for “altruistic” NGOs advocating either abolition or alleviation of these women’s situation.94

Resisting the attribution of identities

International networks and movements of sex workers have had a longer history than those of NATs.95 Both before and simultaneously with the feminist organising against trafficking during the 1980s in several countries (especially in North America and Western Europe), women had already started to organise prostitutes’ rights groups nationally. Examples of these groups include COYOTE in San Francisco founded by the famous prostitutes’ rights activist Margot St James in 1973, de Rode Draad in Amsterdam (1984) or HYDRA in West Germany (1983). The International Committee for Prostitutes’ Rights held two international conferences, the first and second “World Whore Congresses” in Amsterdam in 1985 and Brussels in 1986.96 The First World Whore Congress resulted in a “World Charter on Prostitute Rights” and the foundation of the International Committee for Prostitutes’ Rights (ICPR). The Second World Whore Congress, organised by the ICPR, took place in the European Parliament buildings in Brussels on the invitation of the “Rainbow Group” of the European Greens.97

During the 1980s and 1990s, the transnationalisation of sex workers’ groups went on, spreading from the United States and Europe to other parts of the world, particularly Asia.98 Today, global networks of sex workers’ organisations
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91. Ibid.
93. For example, ibid., p. 4.
95. For a directory of sex work organisations, see www.chezstella.org/stella/?q=mouvement (accessed 25 June 2012).
96. Pheterson, op. cit.
97. Ibid., p. 43 et seq.
have consolidated and continue to grow. The two most important global networks are the International Union of Sex Workers (IUSW) and the Network of Sex Work Projects (NSWP). The NSWP was established as an informal alliance in 1990 by a group of sex worker rights activists working within sex work projects around the world. Following an organisational review in 2007, the NSWP formalised its membership structure, becoming a network of organisations (rather than individuals) with member organisations coming from around the globe, organised in regional branches. Sex workers’ organisations have emerged in response to the NGOs mentioned above. They have persistently demanded to be recognised and respected as sex workers rather than prostitutes. Already this choice of terminology underlines the fact that the sex workers’ groups locate their struggle for recognition within a discourse on social and economic rights. They consider themselves to be part of labour movements of those who exert marginalised and ill-paid professions. In their self-representation, the terminology “sex workers” stresses the “social location of those engaged in sex industries as working people”.

Kuo claims that, despite a multiplicity and diversity of voices, sex workers’ organisations have “done an extraordinary job of developing a global lobby that attempts, as far as possible, to speak as one policy voice”. Three primary goals are largely shared by all networks, unions and organisations of sex workers: (1) that sex workers be included in debates about their life experiences and work situation; (2) that sex workers’ work is accepted as such and, thus, that sex workers should have labour rights equal to all other professions; and (3) that sex workers are socially accepted and respected for their work:

From our local experience, we find no difference between people working as factory workers, domestic workers, sex workers, or people wanting to marry abroad. [...] Only when we accept sex work as a job, actively engage with the lives of women in the sex industry, we may understand the unfairness of current sex transactions and enable sex workers to gain legal protection...

Opposing a victimising view on prostitution and affected women, sex workers’ organisations strive to diversify their identity, shedding light on the motives by which they came to choose prostitution as an income-generating activity. Rather than presenting a prostitute’s fate as a situation in which she found herself either through coercion or through false consciousness (victimisation), sex
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99. See http://www.nswp.org/page/history (accessed 8 October 2012). Following this review, in October 2008 the NSWP registered as a not-for-profit private company with its registered office in Scotland.

100. Kempadoo, “Introduction”, op. cit., p. 3.


103. Yim Yuet-Lin and Anita Koo, for ZiTeng, an NGO established to provide much-needed services to Hong Kong and mainland Chinese sex workers (Kamala Kempadoo, “Sex Workers’ Rights Organizations and Anti-Trafficking Campaigns”, in Kempadoo, Trafficking and Prostitution Reconsidered, op. cit., pp. 149–155, at p. 151).
workers contend that prostitution is a “legitimate work decision for adults, be it a decision based on choice or necessity”. ¹⁰⁴

Resistance towards dominant constructions of all prostitutes as victims of forced exploitation and gendered power asymmetries has become visible in various events and forums. Among those who have most actively fought for greater involvement of sex worker organisations in international policy-making events, especially UN venues, is the NSWP. The NSWP claims that “[m]any sex workers feel that it is time to demand that we are heard in such a significant international forum”.¹⁰⁵

Sex worker organisations’ resistance to the dominant constructions of their identity by many advocacy NGOs has been most clearly articulated in their various manifestos and other public statements. One of their fundamental complaints is that their identities are only incompletely represented in official discourses and their roles in society neglected. Prostitutes’ groups refuse to be seen as “forced” and “victims”, and maintain that this image only mirrors the moral position that sexual services should not be sold.¹⁰⁶

While striving for the social recognition and legal protection of their employment, sex workers have clearly demonstrated awareness of the exploitative, criminal dimensions of their occupation. As such, they also support human rights frameworks calling for universal protection from exploitation. Indeed, they see the differentiation between criminal exploitation and legitimate sex work as a dangerous distinction; one that grants protection to the victimised prostitute while denying the same protective measures to the voluntary sex worker.¹⁰⁷ Accordingly, sex workers’ organisations see sex workers’ identities as located within the broader call for the recognition of social and economic rights. They desire, above all, the right to work in the commercial sex industry, health and safety in employment, and general legal protection of and within their work situation.

Conclusion

NGOs and their networks enjoy increasing access to, and credibility in, international policy- and decision-making processes. It is often assumed that international NGOs bring into international decision-making forums the voices of

¹⁰⁴ See International Committee for Prostitutes’ Rights, World Charter for Prostitutes Rights (Amsterdam, 1985) (Pheterson, op. cit., p. 40). There is a wide discussion on the legitimacy of necessity and one’s right to subsistence, also from a feminist and human rights perspective. This also relates to the question of the extent to which one could exercise agency in the context of an abusive situation. Authors such as Goodhart argue in favour of a “right to guaranteed subsistence” and states’ responsibility for providing basic income. Following his argumentation nobody would be forced to take a decision based on necessity and women would have better opportunities to remove themselves from situations of domination. We think that the Prostitutes’ Committee in this quote primarily emphasises their viewpoint that prostitution is a “legitimate work decision” for them—like the decision to work in other professions which may also be due to economic necessity. Although we take note of the important debate on the legitimacy of necessity in general, we cannot pursue this argument further in our article. Michael Goodhart, “‘None So Poor That He Is Compelled to Sell Himself’: Democracy, Subsistence, and Basic Income”, in Shareen Hertel and Lanse Minkler (eds.), Economic Rights. Conceptual, Measurement, and Policy Issues (Cambridge, New York, Melbourne, Madrid, Cape Town, Singapore, Sao Paulo and Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 94–114.

¹⁰⁵ NSWP, quoted in Kuo, op. cit., p. 21.


those who could otherwise not be heard, particularly marginalised people incapable of self-representation. But the increasing visibility, publicity and transnationalisation of grassroots movements of those on whose behalf activism is undertaken presents a challenge to many international advocacy NGOs’ authority and legitimacy. Both case studies have discussed evidence for this contestation of advocacy and representation. In both cases, the abolitionist NGOs on which our analysis focused are driven by a pronounced moral attachment to one specific ideal of childhood or sexuality strongly associated with the validation of the family as a social sphere to be placed outside of the market rationality. This ideal is especially developed in Western countries with regard to the child work issue.

Frequent invocation of the need to rehabilitate, re-integrate and repatriate suggests that many advocacy organisations conceive of child workers or prostitutes as living outside a normal societal environment, family context or community. This particularly applies to child work which is often considered abnormal and illegitimate. NGOs are unwilling or incapable of perceiving child work as a lived reality with both negative and positive effects, particularly with regard to social status, self-esteem, material subsistence and the acquisition of skills. Those concerned are portrayed not only as weak and marginalised, but also largely irresponsible (in the sex workers’ case this portrayal is based on sex workers’ alleged prior abuse or drug addiction).

Discourses on, and identities attributed to, child workers and prostitutes show similar characteristics, as do their struggles of resistance and for recognition. Advocacy beneficiaries demand to be their own representatives and insist on their capacity to make adequate life choices. Both struggles thus revolve around the question of “free will” and its denial for those marginalised by society. Our analysis has also shown that the growing international recognition of the imperative of participation and empowerment—as, for example, enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child—has, on the one hand, induced many charitable organisations working to abolish child labour to engage more in advocacy activities. On the other hand, this acknowledgement of the valuable voice of their “beneficiaries” continues to confront them with a severe identity crisis in terms of balancing their protective mandate vs. policies aimed at participation and downward accountability. In the case of prostitution, we even observe a confrontation between those NGOs that place an emphasis on human rights and participation and other groups that highlight the vulnerability (or even “false consciousness”) of their “beneficiaries” (and our analysis focused on the latter group). As we have sought to show through our comparison of two prominent fields of advocacy, many influential Northern NGOs and advocacy networks are torn between the necessity to sustain their own relevance by endorsing discourses on victimhood, marginalisation and voicelessness, and the inevitability of recognising the global prominence of principles of participation and emancipation that seek to restore the agency of seemingly silent victims of human rights violations.

The purpose of this article was to point to the significant representational power conferred to such NGOs that are established cooperation partners in global governance institutions and to show that such power becomes particularly visible where it is openly and actively contested. However, it was not our intention to espouse a normative perspective that allows a neat judgement on which non-
state actors are more legitimate representatives of people, interests and worldviews. While the intention lying behind this article was to problematise representative power and to point to fields of contestation revolving around political representation, we do not conclude that such contestation points *per se* to a lack of legitimacy on behalf of international advocacy NGOs. Rather, our findings call for more empirical evidence regarding the different pathways through which advocacy NGOs respond to criticisms of biased representation, particularly the link between representative power and structures/mechanisms of accountability. In this regard, the scientific engagement with NGOs that claim to act as “facilitators” for grassroots movements by providing the material (funds) and immaterial means (networks, know-how) that enable participation in a global public sphere seems particularly warranted, as these NGOs may also exert considerable gatekeeping power the more they operate in a transnational environment. In our article, however, we have focused on the extreme ends of our actor typology in order to establish the fields of tension that build around representation in global governance institutions. To include a thorough analysis of the actor category of “facilitator” would have exceeded the scope of this article. The empirical insights presented in this article suggest that the identification of constituencies (such as child workers and prostitutes) as extremely powerless, victimised and voiceless serves to buttress legitimate foreign representation by NGOs and that in order to safeguard legitimacy gained through representation, advocacy NGOs may be compelled to keep their constituencies from claiming their own voice in international political forums.